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We Rock the Bot!

IROC: ILITE Robotics Offseason Competition.
This is Talon 540’s first participation in IROC, and our first time participating in
two offseason events in the same year. (Rumble in November). We persevered
through complications and made it to semifinals!

I wanted to be more involved in the team, so I decided to join the drive team! I
liked how we practiced with the robot before the actual competition. Driving the
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robot was also really fun and exciting, but I wish I could have done more! This
whole competition also showed the rookies the exciting environment that we get
to see before the game season, and we did really well! The team was supportive
and helpful, and we could also solve problems quickly. However, I liked Rumble
over IROC, because the season overall was good looking back at it and there were
more people who were in the stands. We had some qualification problems with
the robot, and also some problems with the coding. But overall it was really fun
and a truly intriguing offseason robotics competition!

-Anusha Puri, veteran member

IROC was super fun since I was able to meet a lot of new people. It was nice to
see everybody working together and how different subgroups got along together.
For the majority of the competition, I was in the stands but was able to go to the
pits to watch them build the bot. The veteran members walked me through the
checklist and explained what we were doing. I was able to follow the game pretty
easily and I thought the robot did well! Overall, my first competition was really
exciting and I am looking forward to the rest of the school year!

-Gabriel Laurent

Subgroup News
The Mechanical Corner
The new lead, Saran Rathore, has devised a plan of
dividing his subgroup into smaller subgroups, which
would maximize the learning experience of the
newest members. He also hopes that each new
member is given a chance to work in each group
briefly. The mechanical subgroup is divided into 6 smaller groups that are
focusing on individual skills needed to become a part of it. The small groups are
specialized in hand drills/drill press, wrenching/riveting, measuring, using the
pneumatic grinder, chop saw, using a hacksaw and file, buffing, bending, and
sanding. A new member thought mechanical was, “Pretty fun!”

The CAD Cove
In Auto-CAD, the newest members are being
introduced to the world of 2-D and 3-D sketches. As
it turns out, the rookies collectively believe that
“[Auto-CAD] is so fun! We love designing!”

Throughout this month, the sketches will gradually get harder to better mimic the
difficulty behind sketching designs for a real robot. To practice, the lead, Spencer
Mecturk, assigned modules each week alongside four or more practice designs for
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the newest members’ training.

The Electrical Crew
Electrical kicked off training with a one on one
session with multi-year veterans and new members.
The team was introduced to the new electrical lead,
Uria Tollman. He hopes that the new members will
be comfortable with asking questions, learning new
things, and being able to use their new knowledge. They will be tested through
two weeks on the basic components on the electrics of a robot. Overall, he
believes, “...the group is an amazing batch of kids!”

The Programming Party
Programming’s newest lead, Marc Hobbie, has
started to teach his newest members JAVAScript (a
coding language) through a series of guided
assignments and hope that they can be able to use
JAVAScript accurately in programming by the end of

the month. He also believes that the members of programming should be able to
work more cohesively and collaborate efficiently. The newest members are
excited about learning to code, stating that “We get to create cool things.”

Fundraising
Latest Fundraiser
The donuts fundraiser started on October 3rd and lasted for two weeks. We sold
Krispy Kreme doughnuts for 10 dollars a dozen. It was a great start to Talon’s
fundraising and we hope to continue to bring in revenue!   
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